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For One To Truly Read, One MUST write.  

Reflections Are Keys To Eternal Insight.  

When One Does, The Universe Opens.  

While Everyone Else, Doesn’t Seem To Notice.  

 

How Does One, FREE-  

From ALL Artificial Constraints & Or Constructs,  

Grok This Self-Induced Ironic Illusion?  

 

One Appreciates Joy In Good Times,  

By Embodying Empathy for Suffering.  

One Makes FREE Will Choice,  

Real Time, No Buffering.  

 

Truth Or Consequences  

One Chooses With Action.  

As Cause & Effect,  

One Makes ALL Time, Happen.  

 

One Responds Or Reacts,  

Consciously Or Not.  

Too Often Forgotten,  

Is How One Contracts.  

 

To Most Contracts That Bind,  

One Has Chosen To Be Blind.  

One’s Given Breath & Told GO  

Do NOT Let FRAUD Run The Show.  
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Yet Still Fraud Persists.  

Most Scarcely Resist.  

Most Even Insist,  

One benefits.  

 

Yes, Superfluously so.  

When One Does Not Know.  

How Things Really Go..  

Backstage At The SHOW..  

 

Blissful IGNORANCE Is NO EXCUSE!  

To the GIFT of ONE’S Mind,  

Its Abuse!  

 

By Design, One’s Once Great Classical Education.  

Now Usurped-  

By Propagandist Indoctrination.  

 

Fooled into DEBT Called College-  

Still Often One Suffers-  

From Lack of Knowledge.  

 

When One’s Eye Opens,  

It’s Easy See:  

WHY Almost NONE,  

TRULY Want One,  

To Be Free.  
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One That Does, A Highly Rare Being,  

See’s Each One For Where:  

On One’s Path To Freeing,  

 

From Collusion With Delusion  

Pacing Towards Mastery  

Over One’s Own Illusions.  

 

Clarity Of Purpose Alone:  

Cures One’s Confusion.  

 

From There:  

A Next Step Process.  

Temporary Defeat- Progress.  

 

Only The Most Happiness,  

Results From One-  

Unique Path To Success.  

 

So Why Settle For Less?  

Persistence Of One’s Own  

Passes The Test-  

When One Requires Of The Moment:  

The Best.  

Strong Will Be Opposition  

To A Steadfastly Principled Position.  

When One Chooses To Accept-  

The Mission:  

Begins With SELF Inquisition. 
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The beginning of ALL WISDOM is to call things by their proper names.  

- Confucius  

For every thousand hacking at the leaves on the tree of evil, there is one striking at the root.  

- Henry David Thoreau  

Flashover: n. The moment a conversation becomes real and alive, which occurs when a spark of trust 

shorts out the delicate circuits you keep insulated under layers of irony, momentarily grounding the 

static emotional charge you've built up through decades of friction with the world.  

- Dictionary of Obscure Sorrows  

Latin definition for:  

guberno, gubernare, gubernavi, gubernatus  

Verb conjugation: 1st conjugation  

pilot, direct, manage, conduct, guide, CONTROL- govern.  

Latin definition for:  

-mens, -mentis  

Noun declension: 3rd  

Courage, MIND, plan, intention, frame of mind, reason, intellect, judgment  

English definition for suffix:  

-ance  

1.forming nouns denoting a quality or state or an instance of ONE.  

"allegiance"  

2.forming nouns denoting an action.  

"appearance"  

Print this document. In the simplest terms possible, write, with a pen: The top 3 Priorities YOU CARE 

about The MOST!  

1._______________________________________________  

2._______________________________________________  

3._______________________________________________  
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“THE great fundamental issue now before […] our people can be stated briefly. It is: Are the […] people 

fit to govern themselves, to rule themselves, to control themselves? I believe they are. My opponents do 

not. I believe in the right of the people to rule. I believe the majority of the plain people […] will, day in 

and day out, make fewer mistakes in governing themselves than any smaller class or body of men, no 

matter what their training, will make in trying to govern them. I believe, again, that the […] people are, 

as a whole, capable of self-control and of learning by their mistakes. Our opponents pay lip-loyalty to 

this doctrine; but they show their real beliefs by the way in which they champion every device to make 

the nominal rule of the people a sham. I have scant patience with this talk of the tyranny of the majority. 

Wherever there is tyranny of the majority, I shall protest against it with all my heart and soul. But we are 

today suffering from the tyranny of minorities. It is a small minority that is grabbing our coal-deposits, 

our water-powers, and our harbor fronts. A small minority is battening on the sale of adulterated foods 

and drugs. It is a small minority that lies behind monopolies and trusts. It is a small minority that stands 

behind the present law of master and servant, the sweat-shops, and the whole calendar of social and 

industrial injustice. It is a small minority that is today using our convention system to defeat the will of a 

majority of the people…”  

- The Right of the People to Rule- March 20 1912  

Theodore Roosevelt-Carnegie Hall-New York City(excerpts)  

“Such an institution of coercion—centralizing immorality, directing theft and murder, and coordinating 

oppression on a scale inconceivable by random criminality—Exists. It's the mob of mobs, gang of gangs 

conspiracy of conspiracies. It has murdered more people in a few recent years than all the deaths in 

history before that time, it had stolen in a few recent years more than all the wealth produced in history 

to that time, It has deluded—for it's survival—more minds in a few recent years than all the irrationality 

to that time, OUR ENEMY…”  

- Samuel Edward Konkin III  

Powerful people cannot afford to educate the people that they oppress, because once you are truly 

educated, you will not ask for power. You will take it.  

- John Henrik Clarke  

 

“What is history but a fable agreed upon?”  

- Napoleon Bonaparte  

 

“All The World Is A Stage”  

- William Shakespeare  
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Defacto Bows To Principle 

Wouldn't It Be Great- 

If It Was That Simple?! 

 

Bastions Of Bullshittery: 

Know Their Racket. 

Banking On A Mankind: 

That Presencely Can't Hack It! 

 

With Resonance Rise 

So Does Our Guise..  

Towards Future Generations, 

Will A Quality Life Be Their Prize? 

 

What Will Be The Impaction- 

Of Our Next Act Or Inaction? 

Will We Continue Speaking "LEGAL",  

Or, REFUSE THE FRAUD, 

To Soar Like Neo… 

Legal Or Evil: 

The False Dichotomy Of Our Times. 

We As Mankind, CAN- 

And Here-To-Fore DO Inalienably.. 

OVERstand The Scam! 

 

To All Fictions: Within Shot Of This Prose, 

Your ONLY Asset,  

OUR trust:  

Has been officially froze. 
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The work is long & time short. 

When our day ends we will report: 

What's being chosen to say, 

Will help seven generations 

 

Learn what to Unlearn,  

To create the space of honor: 

For re-learning, the better; 

Naturally principled way. 

 

Let's PLAY! 
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You own Your Self.  

Whereas, You NATURALLY own the natural consequences of EVERY, voluntary, exchange determined, 

poor choice; You have a natural human right to voluntarily choose the beneficiaries of EVERY choice 

determined to be valuable through a voluntary exchange.  

No human, or group of humans can LEGITIMATELY, voluntarily or otherwise, ascribe another human, or 

group of humans, ANY rights, that they as individuals do not first, NATURALLY possess.  

You own your moment.  

It is Your human right to voluntarily protect your person and your posterity against ALL violent 

aggression, with any and all force, sufficient to stop the threat, at a moment's notice- or not.  

Any attempt by another human to infringe on this right for any reason, is by its very nature, illegitimate 

and punishably criminal.  

Collaboratively performing the act of stopping aggressors- is the voluntarily assumed human birth right 

manifested through well regimented participation in the first aspect of Voluntary Personal Participatory 

Protectorate (VP33).  

You own Your Mind.  

You own Your Data.  

You have a natural human right to benefit from the (form agnostic) data created by your voluntary deed.  

You have a natural human right to voluntarily collaborate with teams of humans called, “collabetitions” 

for competition together and/or individually for success in the Trusted Voluntary Innovation Natural 

Gratitude Ecosystem Of Stewardship (TVINGEOS) Exchange.  

The primary objective for any and all collabetition(s) is having an impact that improves quality of life for 

future generations.  

Its secondary objective is to improve quality of life for it's current exchangers.  

Both of these objectives are achieved through the following motivational narrative:  

The impact (exchange) of the data you create by digitally sharing your perspective on the human 

experience, earns you ImpactX tokens.  

Your ImpactX tokens are paid to you by the Collabetition(s) that have been chosen, by an 80% majority 

consensus achieved in the VP33 digital portal, to create the infrastructure above & beyond the essential 

modular best of breed, basics.  

In exchange for the value that you create with your data, while using the collabetition built 

infrastructure, you earn a percentage of the ImpactX tokens the collabetition earns from the exchange 

of your data with other collabetitions for its respective equivalence in ImpactX tokens.  

Other collabetitions purchase pertinent parts of your data from the data to the ImpactX Tokenizing &  
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Infrastructure creating Collabetition (ITIC); to more effectively vie for the attention & ultimately solicit 

an ImpactX token exchange from those most likely to voluntarily conduct an ImpactX token exchange for 

its innovation.  

Collabetitions are relegated to exclusively exchanging ImpactX tokens; both amongst each other and 

with you for either your expertise or data.  

You can expect a MUCH greater amount of ImpactX tokens from collabetitions in exchange for 

innovative value once you've done the work to become a trusted expert than you can expect to receive 

in exchange for the mediocrity of simply being a datum- that does not innovate- with the former being 

the disciplined course of action towards the opulence of peak potential.  

However, both tokenization methods will earn you enough to cover your basic human needs.  

You are free to voluntarily exchange with any individual or collabetition, your ImpactX tokens.  

Your ImpactX tokens have a volatile value that fluctuates by how empirically trustworthy the tokenizing 

collabetition you earned each token from is currently indicated to be.  

This metric is based on the ratio of grievances vs. praises reported by humans using the tokenizing 

collabetition(s) infrastructure.  

Your Voluntary participation in the TVINGEOS Exchange, allows you to trade between either the ImpactX 

tokens created by different collabetitions or into the stable token, from the comfort of your mobile 

device.  

Your stable tokens are called Individual Data Evolutionary Adapt Ability CARE Creation Contribution 

(IDEAAC33) tokens.  

IDEAAC3 tokens are the “gold standard” for stable purchasing power; they exist in a trust free, 

decentralized environment, a node for which is a fundamentally critical module included in every 

domicile in every settlement on Earth.  

IDEAAC3 tokens can ONLY be owned by a natural human, cannot be coerced from another and your 

balance of impact tokens is inalienably exchanged in full to IDEAAC3 tokens before being automatically 

transferred to your choice of beneficiary(s) upon the demise of your human form.  

This passage of data to future generations will also include a time sensitive auto release of the video 

wisdom you wish to disseminate to whichever beneficiary(s) you voluntarily create the terms for.  

When using the TVINGES exchange to convert from one token to another, you may voluntarily 

contribute to whichever portfolio of commons, or individual projects, you wish to contribute to- or not.  

Your rights end where another's begins.  

Do unto others as you would have done to you.  

Don't do to others what you don't want them to do to you.  
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Whereas the essence of the law is to protect those that do from those that don't, voluntarily, do unto 

others as you would have done to you, to the best of your ability, at EVERY given moment; the essence 

of a crime is described as follows: 

Willfully damaging another person or the creations of their participation in the TVINGEOS exchange 

(their property).  

The act of doing so, hereby, constitutes a crime.  

The following elements are required to be sufficiently disclosed, to the best of the ability of all parties 

involved, to all parties involved, prior to consensus- for any exchange or arrangement to be legitimately 

binding:  

1. Complete list of applicable parties.  

2. The entirety of terms & reasonably foreseeable conditions.  

3. Agreed upon mandatory course of actionable tangible deliverables.  

4. A pre-arranged audit schedule that ensures fulfillment of the agreement.  

5. The methodology for arbitration in the event of a dispute.  

Any obfuscation of these elements, without exception, constitutes less than a full meeting of the minds.  

The empirically willful, convicted obfuscator is hereby guilty of a punishable crime called “disintegrity.”  

Voluntarily do what you say, and voluntarily say what you do.  

The 4 options for legitimate interpersonal conflict resolution are hereby, voluntarily, agreed to escalate 

voluntarily for all parties involved-as follows:  

1. Using your words: At least 80% of conflicts can & will be resolved this way. The word is a technology 

sufficiently advanced to be akin to magic.  

2. Voluntarily: enemies meet 1-on-1 in a martial arts contest for catharsis until both parties have agreed 

that the wrong has been righted by up to & legitimately including destroying your enemy's human form.  

3. Voluntarily: Both enemies step into a sealed off, for protection of room where you both take 12 

synchronous paces, turn, draw & fire your side arm until your enemy is destroyed. Built into such a 

facility will be a mechanism that automatically destroys your human form if you commit the disintegrity 

of destroying your enemy before you’ve taken your 12th step.  

4. If either enemy does not agree to the duel, the fourth, final & default option is for the anonymous 

victim to submit a crime report, anonymously against an anonymous accused criminal. Along with the 

length of time the victim believes to be enough banishment for the criminal to learn their lesson. If you 

are found guilty, you face, not only, no less than 80% of the time in the sector of the victim's choice but 

worst of all, a display of the facts of the case for all to see including the personal data personal data of 

the guilty, with the victim remaining anonymous. If the accused is found innocent, the accuser does no 

more than 20% of the time in the same sector they wish upon the accused along with the shameful 

release of their personal data, with the accused remaining anonymous.  
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Acts of aggression outside of these parameters, constitutes a punishable crime.  

Crimes require human victims, with guilt determined by a table of 12 of your peers.  

A guilty determination from a table of 12, carries with it, banishment to the appropriate sector of the 

100 ft tall walled off 100 sq. mi of Fire Arm Resource Void (FARV) territory.  

One FARV is divided into 4 equal sectors and located on every continent.  

The length of your banishment & which sector will be a period relative to the severity of your crime, as 

solely determined by the victim of your crime.  

When you are banished from a settlement, you can voluntarily petition humans worldwide for their 

voluntary consent to your release into their settlement via the VP33 digital portal.  

Such a decision requires an 80% majority from the settlement’s citizenry, with possible temporary, not 

mandatory or permanent stipulations/conditions for your release.  

Your opportunity for your reintegration will take place on annual basis for the most egregious offenders, 

down to weekly basis a for those with the least severe lessons to learn from time in the FARV for 

successful reintegration.  

While in the inside your every move will be recorded by a camera bearing drone.  

Citizenry will base their decision on the convict's ability to demonstrate enough of a reduction in the 

probability of recidivism from lessons demonstrably learned through careful digital analysis of the 

footage captured of your behavior on the inside; along with your ability to formulate a two-minute 

video plea for recognition of reduced risk for recidivism and your subsequent release.  

Your voluntary choice to anonymously participate in this non-vested third-party arbitration comprises 

the second critical component of your participation in the VP33 where each randomly chosen individual 

can voluntarily allot a certain amount of their time to digitally review evidence, watch video testimony 

and deliver opinions on accusations; from the comfort of your home.  

The third and critical component of the VP33 is to voluntarily do your part to determine more specific 

voluntary rules for the commons that do not violate the essence of any of the principles outlined in this 

document.  

You can voluntarily participate in the process, on an issue by issue basis, real time, through the VP33 

digital portal.  

New rules require 100% participation from adults, of peer reviewed, aptitude based, sound mind; with a 

minimum of 80% majority popular consensus required for adoption.  

The 20% has at that point a clear path for petitioning other settlements to adopt their perspective.  

If none can be persuaded, a new township can be peacably formed around their required way of life 

along with a new source for collabetitions to gather data for ImpactX creation driven growth. If you 

volunteer for this third component, you will also be tasked with voluntarily aiding in achieving peaceful 

inter-territory dispute resolution, along with the most empirically principally consistent of the 

territories’ citizenry for a table of 12 arbitration, in the event of such need. 


